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To Find Fabric and Patterns in this edition. 

 

Visit the Casual Elegance website … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

1. Click on Fabric or patterns. 

2.  Click on NEW FABRIC IN MAY  

3.  Refer to general fabric and pattern categories listed for other products. 

 

 ALL pattern references are EXCUSIVELY Loes Hinse Design and Studio patterns. 
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2015 LOES HINSE CARMEL SEWING SEMINARS 

October 2-6 

October 23-27  (full) 

2016 Dates 

March 4-8 and March 25-29 

October 7-11 and October 21-25 
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Loes is into “LONG!”  

 

 

 

 

 

In our last edition of The Look, 

you saw this long white coat in 

tencel gab using the            

Sweater Coat Pattern.   

Perfect for wearing in warm 

weather, this coat goes over    

everything. 

 

Now Loes has taken             

“LONG” to skirts! 

 

Turn page to see what she is doing. 
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Loes’ new long,               

ankle length skirt 
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NEVER IN A MILLION YEARS! 

 

 How many times have I said … to myself … just about every time I see some-

one wearing a to-the-ankle length skirt, “Those skirts look great on everyone else.” 

Well, almost everyone. But, they are not for me! 

 Then the phone rings a few days ago. Loes is on the other end jumping up and 

down with excitement. When Loes shifts into one of her creative modes, “Katie bar 

the door” as it is like she is jumping up and down. She proceeds telling me about her 

new ankle length black jersey A-line skirts. I think, “Great. Sounds nice.” The next 

thing I have a photo of said skirt on my cell phone. I look at it. Loes is still on the 

line. She is convincing me … slowly. She talked about people coming into her Studio, 

loving the skirt, and purchasing one. Of course, the next thing she suggests is, “The 

Look. “ She knew I was working on this current edition! 

 After another one of my pages of scribbled notes and just plain scribbling, it 

was decided I needed to make one of these black jersey ankle-length skirts. The pri-

mary purpose is experiencing the process so I can write about my sewing experi-

ence. So, I did!  

 Then I tried it on. NEVER IN A MILLION YEARS would I have guessed my reac-

tion to this skirt! I LOVE it.  

  Looks great on. 

  Sooo comfortable.  

  Perfect for warm weather (or cold for those living south of the Equator) 

  So quick to make. 

  Wear it everywhere—casual and dressy.  

 

It is not just this skirt that has Loes in her new “long” mode. 

Loes’ creativity has shifted to “LONG” everything! 

In the last edition of “The Look,” we featured Loes’ new long white coat.                   

For reference, see page 3 of this edition.  

With the “longer garment” mentality and the positive reaction she has received,       

Loes has shifted to not only long ankle length skirts (previous and next page) and long   

gabardine coats (page 3), she is now making a long coat using knit fabric                   

 and the Barcelona Jacket pattern (page 9).  

 

Loes’ creativity never ends! 
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Back to Loes’ long skirt … 

and her ‘tweaks’ to the original pattern. 

 

PATTERN: Skirt Trio, View C, Loes Hinse Design 

FABRIC: Light weight jersey 

   (Yes, this is a light weight fabric we have used for tops.) 

  Chiffon 

   (Loes is also making this skirt using chiffon. Make a skirt liner using 

   same pattern and a tad slimmer. Our lingerie fabric works well.  

NOTIONS: Lingerie elastic (5/8” wide)  For size medium, use 29 1/2”. Add or subtract 

   about 1– 1 1/2” per size. 

 

PATTERN CHANGES 

Use View C of Skirt Trio Pattern 

 

1. Before cutting fabric, add length at lengthen/shorten line on pattern. Skirt’s  

 finished length comes to just above (2-3”) ankle. It should be no shorter than 32” 

 finished length. 

2.  Allow enough length for a wide 3—4” hem. 

3.  Skirt should be slim curving toward ankle. The       

 finished perimeter of skirt should be 48” to 50” 

 wide—no wider than 50”. To accomplish making 

 hem line area narrower than original skirt, fold       

 paper pattern piece back at least 2 sizes tapering 

 back to middle of side cut line. The look is a

 “skinnier” skirt bottom. Perimeter of skirt bottom 

 should be just enough for walking comfort. 

 

 

4. Measure skirt bottom to check finished width.  

 Don’t forget to incorporate seam allowances.  

 Make adjustments if needed.     

   

 

                           

                                     Top 

 

      Fold                                                      

   

 

 

 

 

   

Side  cutline 

Taper 

Bottom 
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What shoes should I wear with 

this long skirt?  

 

Loes says, “Great with flat shoes,  

ankle strap, or high heels.          

Wear a shorter top.                     

(Proportion is important.) 

 

 

5.  Use lingerie elastic (5/8” wide) rather than 1” elastic at waistband as indicated 

 in original pattern instructions. See NOTIONS on previous page for length of 

 elastic. Cutting off top of skirt to compensate for narrower elastic is not 

 necessary. 

 

 

Note: Elastic should sit at top of hips                                                             

  and fit loosely. See photo. 

 

 

 

     For construction, follow pattern instructions 

               incorporating Loes’ changes. 

But wait … there is more! 

Loes has also made this new, long skirt using woven fabric. 

See next page. 

 

 

 

A quick look at 

Loes’ Chiffon           

A-line skirt. 
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Loes has taken the long skirt a step farther. 

 

The Skirt Trio Pattern, View C, doesn’t have to be made from jersey! This is a great 

basic skirt made out of woven fabric. Make it in a very  short amount of time.  

Wear it and enjoy!  

 

To make the woven fabric A-line skirt, Loes suggests: 

 

1.  Fabric such as tencel gab (in photo) with a little 

 body plus drape is a great choice.    

2.  Like the jersey long skirt, this skirt is long - just 

 above ankle length.  

 

Note:  The length should look good with your     

  individual ankle shape. Do not make skirt 

  too short or it will look dowdy! 

 

 3.  At fold line, add 3/8” seam  

  allowance on both front and

  back pattern pieces. After 

  cutting, there will be 4     

   panels. 

   

   4.  See #3 on page 6 regarding              

   narrowing bottom at side 

         cutline. Do same for this skirt. 

  

Note:  For a drapey fabric such as jersey, side 

  seams only is the best choice. For a fabric 

  with more substance such as the tencel gab, 

  the center front  and center back seams add 

  structure to the skirt.  

 

5. Serge/stitch or zigzag/stitch 4 panels together. 

6. For this version of the skirt, use 1” elastic per original pattern instructions. 

 

A quick project and a great skirt! 

      Top 

  Side 
Front &    

Back 

 

 

Fold line 

Taper  
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             A LONG Barcelona  

made from jersey knit 

 

 

 

with white pants 

and zebra knit top 

with long back jersey skirt 

and white tank  

 

Barcelona Jacket Pattern, Loes Hinse Studio, 

lengthened using “white” jersey knit. Current 

“white” jersey in stock is a very creamy color and  

works as whites do not have to match exactly.  

See next page. 
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.  

Add width at side seams 

 

How Loes ‘tweaked’ the Barcelona into a long jacket  

 

 

Loes’ design intent for this long knit coat is a trapeze shape—                                

narrower at shoulders and wider at the bottom. 

 

1.  Lengthen coat. Coat should be nearly as                                                        

 long as long skirt. See photo on                                                                 

 previous page. 

 

2.  After lengthening pattern, add width at                                                       

 bottom. Starting at below rib cage,                                                               

 taper out toward bottom at side                                                                     

 seams. Bottom should be 2 to 3”                                                                           

 wider at each side seam than                                                                   

 original jacket pattern. 

 

 

 

 

Note: For easy reference go to a larger size at bottom and taper up to original size. 

Reference to Loes’ intended “trapeze shape” for this long version of the Barcelona Jacket     

Pattern reflects on her architectural approach to design. 

To maintain the integrity of the intended design, it is important to follow her suggestions. 

Skirt and Pant Liners 

 

Referring to the chiffon fabric option for the A-line skirt on page 6, making a skirt liner using 

the same skirt pattern and view was recommended. The liner needs to be a tad slimmer. 

Now, Loes is also using pant liners under long chiffon skirts. It is a different look but very 

current. Pant liners are also great under white pants that have see-through. Use same pat-

tern making it a tad smaller. The idea is for the 2 fabrics to blend and move together.  
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  New (and a couple old) fabrics now hanging in Sharon’s closet! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Loes’ black and white theme is the start.      

On previous pages, you have seen various 

garments in those colors.                          

Black and white always work.                                                     

From there, the choices go on and on.   

 

Thanks to Loes’ fabric choices, 

there is more! 
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Did Loes choose this black and white ‘patchwork’ 

print rayon blend fabric? 

 

The answer is, “Yes!” 

 

Some of the fabrics featured in this current edition are 

fabrics Loes did choose … for us! She did not use them in 

her Studio but knew we would like them! 

Her suggestion for using this ‘patchwork’ fabric?  

A Tango Skirt with 10 gores breaks up the ‘patches.”’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Broken into various 

shades  of black 

and white are   

varying 18” 

‘patches’ of print.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

A 7” border is  lo-

cated along  the 

selvage. 

 

The skirt panels were randomly 

cut. However, an attempt was 

made to stagger the prints. Also, 

the border was not used as a bor-

der but rather incorporated when 

cut into the panels. 

Great with a black top as shown in 

photo. Try it with white. If you re-

ally want to make a statement, 

mix it with the red tank on next 

page! 
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Was red mentioned?  “Yes!”  

 

 Loes is not necessariy a fan of red, but this           

 darker red did catch her attention! 

 

The darker red rayon fabric with a horizontal texture is     

fabulous! When washed, the fabric softens immensely and 

becomes more like a knit. Very comfortable to wear! 

 

NOTE: Do NOT prewash this fabric! The fabric would be 

  hard to sew if prewashed and dried. 

  To check for shrinkage, cut a small swatch. Wash 

  and dry it. The fabric washed in cold water and 

  line dried barely shrunk. When dry, it was placed 

  in a cool dryer. Gorgeous!  

 

The tank in photo is lengthened to almost finger tip length.                                          

Length is an individual choice.  

 

This fabulous fabric is perfect for a tank as seen in photo. However, it would work very 

well for a dress. The Skirt Trio, View C, mentioned in earlier pages would work very 

well. Or make a tank and a skirt for a dress “look” but more versatility.  

 

The finished product requires little ironing. You will wear this one often! 

 

Great mixed with the long     

black jersey skirt.                       

Consider a shorter tank for     

balance if worn with a longer 

skirt. 

Or woven 
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More new fabric hanging in Sharon’s closet! 

This “oh so pale” aqua and pink knit is perfect for warmer 

weather. It has a crocheted appearance and has some see 

through. The open weave allows the fabric to breath in 

coolness. Too cool? Add the cardigan. Cardigan also great 

with a cream or white top. Or black! 

Intending originally to make shorter 

garments, my thoughts changed after 

listening to Loes and her “long” ideas! 

Sooo, I added a band at the bottom. 

The fabric has enough stretch so was 

able to use the stripes going up and 

down. Guess that is called … an after 

thought! 

 

Wear the “oh so pale” above fabric with many colors. Great with white, 

ivory, tan, black, gray, navy, and ….. amazingly, works very well with our 

new Pale Sage Rayon. I ‘cropped’ the Barcelona Pant Pattern. Don’t make 

them too short. Longer crops give a more finished look. I didn’t shorten 

the pattern much leaving the finished length about 4-5” above the ankle.  

 

NOTE: When shortening to cropped length, fold                         

  original length over top of paper pattern.  

  Add any width in the hem area allowing                            

  for the hem to lay flat under the pant leg.  

This Palest Sage appears to have a horizontal ivory stitch running through 

it. However, it is not an actual thread creating the look.  

 

ALSO:   This beautiful pale sage fabric is rayon and does shrink both 

in length and width. As mentioned when talking about the red rayon, this 

fabric is MUCH easier to sew on unwashed/dried fabric. Add about 1/2” at 

side cut lines and 3-4” at bottom for shrinking. The fabric does press out 

but not quite to original size. This works. Don’t let it make you nervous!! The fabric becomes 

very soft and comfortable. In the future, a tank top made using this fabric will be added to 

“Sharon’s Closet!”  
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A repeat … the multi colored swirl rayon print featured last month!   

Loes suggested skirts, and it does make a great skirt … but ... 

 

 

Looking at this fabric every time I walk in the door at Casual Elegance, I know I have to 

have some! Further, it was moved to a location next to some new fabric—Tan Satin 

Back Rayon. That did it! The “swirl” print blended so well with the satin back rayon, the 

question was settled. Make a tank using the swirls and wear it with the tan rayon. (This 

rayon has an ever-so-slight hint of pink.) And not only with the rayon print, but it is 

gorgeous with black and even white and tan! That is versatile! 

 

I did use the new tank pattern (publish date NOT far away!), 

but the Sicilian Tank or the Cap Sleeve Dress Tank would be 

great. The Cap Sleeve pattern includes a godet for use with  

woven fabric. 

Again, with this new “long” thought, the tank top was       

lengthened 5”. Again, that is your choice! 

 

Of course, the tan satin back rayon had to find its way into                                    

Sharon’s closet! 

 

 

 

Another pair of the Ascona 

Pants—cropped and matching 

tank. Photos distort color.  

 They are the same color!  

Not only does the tan look 

great with the pale aqua/

pink knit (page 14), it’s 

great with last month’s 

cream crochet hanging in 

Sharon’s closet! 
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A few more things we could not leave out! 

 

Loes’ new coat! 

Yes, it is long! 

 

Barcelona Pattern 

Black/Tan Knit 

 

See page 10 for adapting to      

longer length. 

Same fabric  

seen in a       

previous edition 

with black side 

out and shorter 

length. 

The great new Grayed Blue w/Hint of Aqua lightweight sweater knit 

has a crocheted look with some see through. It is similar in weight 

to the new Pale Aqua and Pink Sweater Knit.                                     

Great for any top and/or cardigan. 

Loes does have this one in her Studio and is showing it with      

taupe tencel. It works with nearly EVERY color! It is a winner! 

 

Don’t let the word                                                                                                               

“sweater knit” fool you! 

This very light weight knit 

works great in warm weather. 
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And then there is 

 

This FABULOUS Silk/Rayon fabric has a great subtle horizontal texture. (Don’t think stripes.)  

It is GORGEOUS. It is light weight. It makes a perfect warm weather jacket … or LONG coat! 

The Barcelona Jacket pattern would work well as just about any other of Loes’ patterns!   

And … the soon-to-be-published new jacket pattern would be perfect for this fabric.  

Buy the fabric now!  It is not going to last! 

 

NOTE:   This is an EXCEPTION to our “do not prewash/dry” fabric recommendation!!  This 

one washes beautifully in cool water. Can be placed in a cool dryer. Very little shrinkage. Press 

it out and lay out pattern! Easy to sew! 

The texture becomes more apparent and soft and beautiful after laundry.  

The color … medium intensity with taupe, brown, even hint of pink.  

And there is “bark!” 

We left this fabric for you! 

This is one of the “for us” fabrics. 

No time yet to sew with it so is       

not in Sharon’s closet.                                   

It will be very soon!!! 

 

And one more idea! 

 Loes’ new soon-to-be published tank 

 Loes’ Tango Skirt without the flounce 

 

Loes made this ensemble using taupe tencel 

gab. Great choice! 

How about the new Tan Satin Back Rayon?

Perfect! 

Or any other color tencel or similar weight. 
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Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

 

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th on San Carlos St. 

P.O. Box 93921 

Carmel, CA  92921 

P    831.620.1060 

©  2015    The Look is written and published by Loes Hinse and Sharon Lyon.  

 

 

 

This is the May edition! 

We hope you enjoyed it. 

 

Stay tuned …. 

   Next edition …. 

 

Comparing pants patterns - 

Oxford vs. Ascona 

 

More of Loes’ philosopy       

including some of her very useful            

techniques. 

 

 


